
Golden Key Fall 2008 New Creative

A/B Split test with 2007 creative resulted in an 18% uplift in response
with the new creative.

New clean design gives it an official, uncluttered look. The “story” is no longer on the
outside envelope, prompting more recipients to open it.

Introduces new “Your Key to Opportunity” slogan.

Each mailing used the common name or abbreviation used by students on campus, and
served to localize the invitation. Golden Key does not enjoy well-known status (75% of
recipients historically do not know about the Society prior to receiving the mail), so this was
intended to overcome that.

First use of money-saving Non-Profit Postage permit in 30 years.

Non-profit permit also allowed a heavier package with more included components. Postage
stamp adds color and credibility as a non-profit organizational mailing.



This is the first item the recipient sees when they pull the
contents out of the envelope.

Printed on heavy card stock to add to the “official” look
and feel of the piece.

Recognizes student’s achievements and presents the
invitation as an official communication from the

university.
Presents a time-sensitive call to action.



New use of a masthead to include well-

known honorary members and the Board of

Directors adds much credibility.

Quick, to-the-point hook, followed by brief but

complete information about the Society and

“What’s In It For Me” benefits, utilizing tried and

true direct marketing language, use of eye-

catching bold print for each benefit and

emphasis of a “one-time” membership fee to

ensure there is no confusion. Larger

easy-to-read font and shorter letter increase

readability and sales message.

Minimal coding

Printed on 24-pound stock for an increased tactile feel of quality



Strong, time-sensitive call-to-action with multiple ways to join,

clearly explained. Career and collegiate success benefits are

reinforced within the message along the left side.

Elimination of second national signature to

emphasize the “Localness” of the

organization and remove clutter.

Explanation of the Society’s legal status and seal of

a national association of societies adds credibility.

Addition of copyright information adds credibility and

protects intellectual property.

Final call-to-action in the postscript.



Simple order form with several options to join.

A special order page URL on the web site was developed; previously, customers were directed to the

home page and then had to look for a link to the join page.

ACCEPTANCE FORM - Front

ACCEPTANCE FORM - Back

BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE

Disclaimer was added to:

• alleviate complaints caused by students concerned about privacy

• reduce telephone calls due to unavoidable duplicate mailings year to year

• allow for changes to benefits without notice



FOLLOW-UP “LAST CHANCE PACKAGE”

A second package sent 2 weeks

after the first, allowing time for

reception and an email to be

received a week after the initial

package.

This package was more concise,

and sent more as a reminder, as

the assumption was that the

recipient most likely had already

received two prior communications

and may only need one more

prompt to join.

This piece also promoted items

available for member purchase, as

most members who joined after

receiving the first mail or email

would likely receive this piece as

well due to timing.

Increased urgency to act



Second letter is one page with a shortened sales message and list of benefits with a strong call to action.

Also included the same order form and business reply envelope.


